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THE WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION SHOULD LYFT THE
GLOBE OUT OF ITS UBER PROBLEM
J. B. Bailey*
I.

INTRODUCTION

-

If you take a leisurely, late night stroll this weekend, at or about when the bars close
in your neighborhood, you are likely to see a number of individuals stumbling out of their
favorite place to imbibe. This is neither novel nor extraordinary, considering the human race
has had a particular proclivity for making alcoholic beverages for the past 9,000 years.1 What
is novel is that since 2009 you are likely to hear a bar patron yell, "Yo, guys I'm going to call
an Uber!" 2
Launched in San Francisco with only a small number of cars, Uber has become a
behemoth ride-sharing company and one of the biggest names to come from the sharing
economy.3 The sharing-economy is a "collaborative consumption . . . 'of underutilized space,
skills and stuff."` A company participating in the sharing economy connects individuals who
have a particular thing, or can provide a particular service, with potential customers by way of
the Internet.s The sharing economy has spawned a number of massively successful
companies, such as Airbnb, Betrspot, TaskRabbit, and ThredUp, to name a few.6 However,
Uber has become one of the flagship sharing-economy companies and has carved out its own
subcategory of the sharing-economy: ride-sharing.

* This note is dedicated to J. Kirk Trombley who said I should, to Lara Saffo who said I could, and to Marcus
Hum who said I would.
See Andrew Curry, Our 9,000-Year Love Affair with Booze, NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC (Feb. 2017),
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/2017/02/alcohol-discovery-addiction-booze-human-culture/.
2 See Yanelys Crespo, Uber v. Regulation: "Ride-Sharing"Creates a Legal Gray Area, 25 UNIV. MIAMI BUS.

L. REV. 79 (2016).
Id.
4 Id. (quoting Molly Cohen & Corey Zehngebot, What's Old Becomes New: Regulating the Sharing Economy,
58 Bos. B. J., Spring 2014, at 6).
See Molly Cohen & Corey Zehngebot, What's Old Becomes New: Regulating the SharingEconomy, 58 BOS.
B. J., Spring 2014, at 5; see Toon Meelen & Koen Frenken, Stop Saying Uber is Partof the Sharing Economy,
FAST COMPANY (Jan. 14, 2015), https://www.fastcompany.com/3040863/stop-saying-uber-is-part-of-thesharing-economy (arguing against defining Uber as a sharing economy participant had dispels much of the
confusion between the terms of gig and sharing economies). A brief pause is necessary to distinguish between
the sharing economy and the gig economy. The sharing economy emphasizes "underutilized assets, monetized
or not, in ways to improve efficiency, sustainability and community." The gig economy has a workforcecentric definition that focuses on "income generation via 'gigs', single projects or tasks for which a worker is
hired." While there is obvious overlap - an Uber driver is part of both the gig and sharing economies when he
uses his car that would have otherwise sat in his driveway - it is necessary for an educated reader to be
cognizant of the difference. See April Rinne, What Exactly Is the Sharing Economy, WORLD ECONOMIC
FORUM (Dec. 13, 2017), https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/12/when-is-sharing-not-really-sharing/ (last
visited Nov. 13, 2019, 12:09 PM).
6 Cohen & Zehngebot, supra note 5, at 6.
7 See generally Brett Bernstein, A Brief History of Ride Sharing, Medium.com (Mar. 31, 2015),
https://medium.com/@bhbern/a-brief-history-of-ride-sharing-7dleca9e4654.
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Uber was dreamed up on a snowy night in Paris by co-founders Travis Kalanick and
Garrett Camp.8 As they tried to hail one of the city's cabs that appeared to them elusive, their
frustration became an idea.9 Their idea was to develop a mobile application that would hail a
taxi cab.10 In 2009, originally under the name of UberCab, they did just that." In May of
12
2010, UberCab was publicly launched. By the end of October that year, they had simplified
their company's brand name to just Uber and with positive press coverage had secured $1.25
million in funding." Uber made the monumental jump from San Francisco to New York City
4
in 2011, and six months after that Uber made its international debut in Paris, France.1 Uber
now picks up riders in 500 cities in 70 countries across the globe.'
So, how does a company that grossed $1 1billion in the fourth quarter of 2017
6
work?1 Uber's easy-to-use platform is designed for smart phones and allows users to request
7
a ride at their exact location.1 When a ride requested and the app has found an appropriate
8
driver, the app will forward this driver's profile to the rider.' This will include a photo of the
driver, license plate number, vehicle type, a star rating of the driver, as well as the estimated
9
travel time to the destination.' After the rider reaches their destination, Uber will then draw
20
the price of the trip from a credit card that the rider has already tethered to their account.
The price the rider pays for the trip is determined by Uber's pricing scheme algorithm.21
However, Uber's pricing scheme, while one of its major assets, has garnered much
22
Uber's algorithm includes something
criticism from Uber drivers and customers alike.
23
called surge pricing. This phrase tends to be uttered along with several expletives because
24
the price can raise several times the normal fare. Surge pricing means, "that during times of
high demand, Uber raises its prices, often sharply - the company has been accused of
25
For
profiteering and exploiting its customers," sometimes inciting anger on social media."

Uber
How
Eudaimonia,
generally
' See
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d7z7jW9YcSg.

Started,

YouTUBE

(Jan.

27,

2017),

9 Id.
10 Id
11Id
12

id

14

id

's Eudaimonia, supra note 8.
16 Alex Moazed, Can Uber Reach Profitability?, INC.COM (Feb. 16, 2018), https://www.inc.com/alexmoazed/ubers-path-to-profitability.html.
17 UBER, https://help.uber.com/h/738d1ff7-5feO-4383-b34c-4a2480efd71e (last visited Sept. 12, 2018).
18 id
19 Id
20

id

21

James Surowiecki, In Praise of Efficient Price Gouging, MIT TECHNOLOGY REVIEW (Aug. 19, 2014),

https://www.technologyreview.com/s/529961/in-praise-of-efficient-price-gouging/.
22

id

23

Gideon

24

id

25

Surowiecki, supra note 21.

Lichfield

&

Quartz,

How

Surge Pricing Works,

THE ATLANTIC (Oct.
https://www.tbeatlantic.com/business/archive/2015/10/how-uber-surge-pricing-works/413335/.

31,

2015),
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example, Uber prices skyrocketed during a large snowstorm in New York City.2 6 This caused
negative sentiments, such as "price-gouging assholes" to trend on Twitter. 2 7
Customer frustration with Uber's method of pricing stems from a lack of
transparency of the pricing algorithm it employs.2 However, many companies use similar
algorithms called "dynamic pricing."29 Some industries utilize dynamic algorithms but
Uber's case is a little is different. 30 The industries that use dynamic pricing algorithms often
do so to maximize profits on a limited product.3 The best illustrations of this are airlines
trying to sell all its seats on a flight or a hotel trying to book all of its rooms.
In fact,
American Airlines developed this price discrimination in the early 1980s.33 It charged the
customer a more discounted price the further in advance the customer bought a ticket, while
keeping prices closer to the trip date high.3 4 The airline is willing to do this because it would
rather sell a seat on a flight at a discounted price than not sell it; the same way a hotel would
rather give a discount on a room than let it sit empty.3 5
In contrast, Uber never picks up riders at a discounted price. It never lowers fares
below the base price; it only increases them. 36 Uber "wants to make as much money as
possible, [so] it uses surge pricing not only to exploit demand but to increase supply." 37 in
other words,
[S]urge pricing doesn't just make rides more expensive (as is the case with
airline tickets or hotel rooms at times of high demand). It also expands the
number of people who are actually able to get a ride. Customers may pay
more, but they also get a ride that they otherwise would not have gotten.

26
27

28
29

id
id
id
Id (Industries that that have a set number of a product, such as seats on an airplane flight, hotel rooms, or

tickets to a show, use dynamic pricing to maximize profits on that product. They have been doing this for quite
some time.)
30

Id.

3'

Lichfield & Quartz, supra note 23.

32

id

33 Id.
34

id

35

id.
id.

36

37 Id.

See Ryan Felton, Uber Charges PassengerClueless About Surge Charge $925 For Ride, JALOPNIK.COM
(Oct. 2, 2017), https://jalopnik.com/uber-charges-passenger-clueless-about-surge-pricing-92-1819053368.
(There have been several horror stories of Uber charging exorbitant fares unbeknownst to the rider. Due to
surge pricing, a woman from Illinois was charged $925 for a ride that usually would cost her $120. When this
occurs, it can be very challenging for customers to resolve the problem because the only way to contact the
company is through the app. As a result, the Illinois woman only received a refund when her local news
network, reporting on the story, contacted Uber to ask questions); Lichfield & Quartz, supra note 24 (Uber has
said that surge pricing draws more drivers to the area to meet the demand. However, a study at Northeastern
University wrote that the Uber surge charge does not actually bring many drivers to the area. Instead, when
prices rise, demand drops. There are two things to keep in mind when trying to beat Uber surge charge prices:
(1) the app updates its prices every five minutes and (2) the pricing is fixed to a geographical location.
3
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For all the complaints riders have about Uber's dynamic pricing, Uber is still in the
9
Uber picks up its customers at the
transportation business because of its convenience.
40
This tends to be faster
destinations.
exact
their
to
them
brings
and
specify
they
locations
41
Uber has become so
that
reason
be
the
to
seems
Speed
transportation.
public
than taking
42
University
a
Northeastern
that
in
fact,
so
popular,
It
is
in.
it
operates
cities
in
the
popular
instead as
but
bus
line,
or
to
a
subway
to
connect
[Uber]
using
are
not
"riders
study found that
public
complementing,
not
from,
is
pulling
sharing
'ride
that]
[and
of
transit
a separate mode
3
public
a
with
those
"[e]ven
that
found
study
the
same
but
that,
only
Not
transportation."'4
to
appears
This
cost.""
the
higher
despite
ride-[sharing]
for
the
pass
drop
transit pass would
45
access.
job
and
coverage
issues,
particular
of
two
be a result
The Brookings Institution conducted an in-depth study that analyzed the efficiency
of public transportation in the United States." Brookings used "two criteria - coverage ...
and job access (the share of city jobs within 90 minutes of transit)."A After reviewing the
Brookings study, Derek Thompson reporting for The Atlantic, described the "U.S. public
transportation [as] an elevator that can take you to dozens of floors, but not the one with your
desk."" This is an accurate description because while "[t]he vast majority of Americans live
within % miles of a public transit stop, [about] 60% of metro jobs and low-income housing
are in poorly connected suburbs."49 Poor connections between offices and neighborhoods,
combined with the hassle of several transfers to get to either, have caused many to opt for
50
The demand for Uber
Uber because it brings them directly to their location more quickly.
51
rides in lieu of public transportation in cities has created a demand for drivers. As more
Uber drivers sign up with the company and head toward highly populated areas, they bring
with them their vehicles; herein lies the problem.5 2

Therefore, the best way to avoid surge charges when the app is raising prices is to wait. However, if you are
too impatient to wait a few minutes, walking is the next best option. Walking to a new pick-up location that is
outside the geographic location where the charge is being implemented can help you save a bit of money. In
some areas, like major cities, this can be a short walk); Surowiecki, supra note 21.
3 See Steve LeBlanc, Studies Are Increasingly Clear: Uber and Lyft Congest Cities, CHICAGO TRIBUNE (Feb.
2
25, 2018), http://www.chicagotribune.com/bluesky/technology/ct-uber-lyft-congestion- 0180225-story.html.
40 See id
41 See id.
42 See id.
43id

id.
See Derek Thompson, The 10 Best (and 10 Worst) Cities for Public Transportation, THE ATLANTIC (May
17, 2011), https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2011/05/the-10-best-and-10-worst-cities-for-publictransportation/238985/.
46 See id
47 id
48 id
49 Id
SO See generally id. (discussing some of the issues commuters face when using public transportation).
' See generally id. (analyzing the reasons why certain cities are better suited for public transportation
compared to others).
52 See id.
44

45
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II.
A.

THE PROBLEM

The Problem in the United States

Uber, and similar companies that follow its business model, have created a problem
that is twofold. 53 First, ride-sharing companies continue to add more and more cars to finite
road space.4 For example, in New York City, app-based ride sharing companies have added
80,000 cars to the city's roads and this doesn't necessarily mean that these cars are driving
with passengers."
Nationally, transportation analysts have calculated that ride-sharing
companies have increased driving on city streets by 160%: "Overall ride-[sharing] passengers
6
increased from 1.9 billion to 2.61 billion between 2016 and 2017 - that's a 37% increase."'
This excessive addition of vehicles to city streets, coupled with limited road space, is
contributing to massive congestion issues." This is something that Uber and similar ridesharing companies advertised alleviating." Notwithstanding Uber's contentions that it is a
"replacement for public transportation and car ownership," 60% of Uber and Lyft customers
would rather use public transportation if it serviced the areas they live in. 9 Unfortunately,
some municipalities like New York City have interpreted this data to mean an exact
correlation-causation relationship between ride-sharing companies and their congestion
problems.o
Similarly, as there is a finite amount of road space for vehicles there is also a limited
number of customers, the second issue to this problem. 6 ' Uber-like companies that have
garnered a large number of loyal customers have had an insidious effect on an industry that is

Colleen Harris, The 10 Most Exciting Rideshare Startups of 2018, RIDESHARECENTRAL.COM (June 15,
2018), https://ridesharecentral.com/top-10-ridesharing-startups-of-2018.
5 Henry Goldman,
NYC Is Set to Impose a Cap on Uber, BLOOMBERG (Aug. 6 2018),
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-08-06/nyc-set-to-impose-cap-on-uber-as-ride-hail-vehiclesclog-streets.
ss Id.
56 Spencer Platt, Uber and Lyft Are CreatingMore Traffic and CongestionInstead of Reducing It, According to
a New Report, BuSINESS INSIDER (July 27, 2018), https://www.businessinsider.com/uber-lyft-creating-trafficcities-bruce-schaller-2018-7.
5 There is also an environmental aspect to this issue. More cars on the road means there are more emissions.
Just because an individual decides to take an Uber instead of their own vehicle does not negate the carbon
footprint of their ride. There are several studies underway trying to determine the ecological impact of Uber and
the ride-sharing economy. However, it is too early to tell what the long-term ramifications of these services
will be. As Uber continually adds and changes services, this further complicates the matter; LeBlanc, supra
note 42.
s8 Contra Leonid Bershidsky, Don't Blame Uber for Your City's Congestion: Uber Lyft And Their
Competitors Aren't the Solution to Traffic Problems, but They Don't Cause Them, Either, BLOOMBERG (July
31, 2018), https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2018-07-31/don-t-blame-uber-for-your-city-s-congestion.
Keith Wagstaff, Does Uber Hurt or Help Environment? Researchers to Investigate, NCBNEWS.COM (Nov. 13,
2015), https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/innovation/does-uber-hurt-or-help-environment-researchers-investigaten463241; Platt, supra note 56.
5 Platt, supra note 56.
6 Alissa Walker, NYC's Uber Cap won't solve the city's traffic problem, NY.CURBED.COM (Aug. 9, 2018),
https://ny.curbed.com/2018/8/9/17671300nyc-uber-lyft-regulation-traffic-congestion-pricing.
61 See generally Reihan Salam, Taxi-Driver Suicides Are a Warning, THE ATLANTIC (June 5, 2018)
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2018/06/taxi-driver-suicides-are-a-warning/561926/.
5
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62

Some of the most jarring
often overlooked but is a facet of every cityscape: the taxi cab.
effects from the rise in ride-sharing companies have disproportionately fallen onto taxi cab
Uber has captured such a large part of the market that taxi cabs are under
companies.
to find customers and make a living." Yellow Cab drivers' financial
pressures
extreme
so dire that in 2018, six cab drivers have committed suicide in New
become
have
situations
reporting on one of the suicides said,
Fortune.com
City.6
York
New York City taxi driver Abdul Saleh, 59, was found hanging by an
electrical cord in his apartment . . . [he] was reportedly struggling
financially, and was the sixth driver in the city to take their own life in the
past eight months. [The blame for the] wave of financial desperation
among longtime professional drivers is on increased competition from
6
ride-hailing services like Uber and Lyft.
While the financial disparity between ride-sharing and New York City cab drivers is
a recent development, it is easy to see how this precarious economic landscape was
engendered by the Taxi and Limousine Commission (hereafter TLC).0
The TLC "was created in 1971 to 'wrest control of the taxi industry regulation away
The TLC gives out licenses called
from the [New York City] Police Department."'6
Medallions used to be a prized
"medallions" to cab drivers to operate cabs in New York.
70
possession, a "guarantee of financial security" that many sought. However, the TLC capped
7
the number of medallions it would give out. ' This ensured cab drivers would have an
72
income, and contemporaneously ensured that there would be a demand for drivers.
Unfortunately, the TLC maintained unnecessarily low numbers of medallions. For example,
in 1937 the population of New York City was approximately 7 million with only 16,900
medallion holders. 74 Since then, New York City's population has grown by 1 million and
7
only 1,800 new medallions have been added. ' This system has drawn sharp criticisms for
76
being the reason taxis are hard to find and for the increasingly lower quality of service.

62

63

id
Id.

' Miranda Katz, Why are New York Taxi Drivers Killing Themselves, WIRED.COM (Mar. 28, 2018)

https://www.wired.com/story/why-are-new-york-taxi-drivers-committing-suicide/.
id
David Z. Morris, 6'h New York City Cab Driver Takes His Life in Crisis Blamed on Uber, FORTUNE.COM
(June 16, 2018) http://fortune.com/2018/06/16/new-york-cab-driver-suicide-uber/.
67 See generally Barry Ritholtz, Taxi Cab Owners and Regulators CreatedUber, BLOOMBERG (May 4, 2018),
https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2018-05-04/taxi-cab-owners-and-regulators-created-uber.
6 Id. (quoting Biju Mathew, TAXI!: CABS AND CAPITALISM IN NEW YORK CITY (2008).
69 id
7o Salam, supra note
61.
65

66

7'
72

Ritholtz, supranote 67.
Morris, supra note 66.

7

Ritholtz, supra note 67.

74

Id

75 Id
76

Morris, supra note 66.
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Because the TLC did not meet the demand for more drivers and better service, it created an
artificial vacuum that was ripe for another company to meet those demands.7 7
Uber flew under the radar when it came onto the scene because of its ride-sharing
status, which meant it did not need medallions for its drivers.
This allowed Uber to both
send as many drivers as it wanted into New York City and avoid the overhead costs of
purchasing medallions for its drivers. Medallions cost about $1.3 million in 2013,o but this
is not the only advantage that Uber enjoys.
Being primarily sustained by private investments, about $15 billion, allows Uber to
sustain mammoth losses.8 ' This investment funding also "helps subsidize the cost of rides." 82
Lowering the cost to the consumer provides an enticing incentive for consumers to switch
from hailing a cab, to switching to a user-friendly, phone-centric app; thus cornering the
market. 83 "Predatory pricing" as a strategy to stamp out competition, has been the genesis of
several lawsuits." One lawsuit filed in San Francisco last year alleged that Uber "pric[es] its
service[s] below cost in order to capture market share and harm competition in the state of
California." 85
This zealousness for funding by Uber investors has persisted even after serious
negative media attention and after Uber has left major markets.86 One of those markets was
China.87 For a time, Uber was trying to take over part of the Chinese ride-sharing market.
Uber was losing approximately $1 billion a year in China to a well-connected competitor,
Didi Chuxing.8 9 This was due to the fact that the Chinese government had placed a ban on
subsided rides that affected only Uber and not Didi Chuxing.9' This destroyed Uber's usual
strategy of gaining a foot hold in new markets by providing rides below cost with investor

Uber falls under the New York City TLC's definition of a "Livery for-hire vehicle" as long as it is "affiliated
with a Livery Base Station." This Base Station is defined by the TLC as a base such that "(1) All Livery
Vehicles are dispatched from the Base on a pre-arranged basis. (2) All Livery Vehicles are designed to carry
fewer than six (6) Passengers. (3) Passengers are charged for service on the basis of a flat rate, time, mileage,
or zones." New York City does not require ride-hailing services that fit within this definition to obtain a
medallion as taxi cabs must. 35 RCNY § 59A-03 - 10; Morris, supra note 66.
7 Danielle Furfaro, Taxi Medallion Owners Find Their Dreams DashedBy Uber, Lyfi, NEW YORK POST, (Jul.
5, 2016), https://nypost.com/2016/07/05/city-lets-uber-and-lyft-cannibalize-the-american-dream/
so Ritholtz, supra note 67.
81 Felton, supra note 38.
78

82

Id.

84

Id

85 Id.
86 Jon Russell, Uber Has Already Made Billions From Its Exists In China, Russia And Southeast Asia, TECH

CRUNCH, (Apr. 12, 2019), https://techcrunch.com/2019/04/1 1/uber-global-exists-billions/.
far, There Has Been Continued Damage (Lmhl640A T
1500{4ZM ! k1J|Riji/t,
h)
SINA.COM
(July
27,
2018),
https://t.cj.sina.com.cn/articles/view/6550167136/1866b9e6000100agli?cre=tianyi&mod=pcpager fintoutiao&
loc=24&r-9&doct-0&rfunc=100&tj=none&tr--9.
88 Robert
Solomon,
Why
Uber Couldn't Crack China, FORTUNE.COM
(Aug.
7, 2016),
http://fortune.com/2016/08/07/uber-china-didi-chuxing/.
87 Didi Spent 150 Billion Pounds in 6 Years! So

89 Id.

9o Michael Krebs, Increasing the Difficulty Level: China's 2016 Mobile Game App Regulations, another
Restrictive Market Entry Barrierto Foreign Corporations,31 TEMPLE INT'L & COMP. L.J. 521 (2017).
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subsides.9 1 For this reason, Uber decided to tell sell its Chiense business to Didi Chuxing after
losing $2 billion. 92
Uber drivers may appear to enjoy a large customer base and high wages because of
93
In fact, Uber drivers sometimes can face more
investor funding, but this is only ostensible.
dire economic situations than cab drivers." There has been much contention over how much
9
Uber drivers and other ride-sharing drivers make. ' Academic institutions have been studying
the wages of ride-sharing drivers and how they are influenced by the policies of those
companies.9 6 Uber conducted its own studies that have naturally found results conflicting
97
with those of academic institutions. How much ride-sharing companies make is difficult to
ascertain for several reasons, including different pay rates depending on the market and
98
frequently changing pay structures. In addition, Uber does not release its financial
99
In a 2018 study for which Uber
information and thus controls all the relevant data.
collaborated with academic institutions, the "gross earnings" for an Uber driver was $21.07
an hour.'t This number does not reflect the costs to the driver that the company does not
1
cover, for example gas, vehicle depreciation, and Uber's service fee. 'o
A study colloquially called "the Kruegar paper" calculated that part-time Uber
02
drivers incur $3.60 an hour for on-the-job expenses and $5.10 an hour for full-time drivers.1
Alison Griswold, writing for Quartz, reported, "If you take the latest gross earnings figure
Uber released ($21.07 an hour), adjust it for an assumed 25% commission ... and then deduct
between $3.60 and $5.10 for expenses, you come up with net earnings of $10.70 to $12.20 an
hour.',1 0 3 These numbers are relatively close to those estimated by previous studies from
MIT, studies that Uber's CEO crucified the University for.'* The Center for Automotive
Research at Stanford released a study, conducted by Stephen Zoepf, that stated, in error, that
05
In response, "Uber's Chief Executive Officer
Uber drivers in America make $3.37 an hour.'
Dara Khosrowshahi tweeted, 'MIT = Mathematically Incompetent Theories.. . . ""

91 Felton, supranote 38. Uber's failure to successfully dominate the Chinese ride sharing market is not derived

from a lack of effort. Uber very intelligently "localized their products to meet China's unique social and
economic ecosystems." For instance, Uber called itself "the People's Uber" disguising itself in the socialist
rhetoric that the country is so used and while also appeasing the Chinese communist government. Uber
aggressively competed with its Chinese competitors by spending billions to pair up with Baidu, the Chinese
Search engine that sports map services.
92 Didi spent 150 billion pounds in 6 years! So far, there has been continued damage; Solomon, supranote 88.
93 Felton, supra note 38.
9 Alison Griswold, Uber DriversMake About as Much Money as Minimum Wage Workers, QUARTZ (May 16,
2018). https://qz.com/1278707/the-uber-economy-is-actually-just-the-low-wage-economy/.
95 Id.
96 Levi Sumagaysay, Study Finds Uber Drivers Make Less Than Minimum Wage, CHICAGO TRIBUNE (May 18,
2018), http://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-biz-uber-driver-wages-20180518-story.html.
9 Griswold, supra note 94.
99 Id
10 Id.
101 Id
102 id

104id

1os Bershidsky, supra note 58.
106 id
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However, Uber does not dispute that drivers make $15.68 per hour, a number taken
from The Rideshare Guy survey.1 07 This coincidentally is the same number used by Zoepf in
his paper.1os After subtracting the per-hour cost of driving for Uber, the net amount that an
Uber driver makes is approximately $9.68 per hour.'0 It has become obvious that $9.68 per
hour is not satisfactory for many drivers.110
Uber drivers appear to be so upset by the working conditions that Uber has created
that the attrition rate of their drivers is higher than for the fast food industry."' About "65
percent of those who start driving are no longer active on the platform six months later.
Among women, the six-month attrition rate is 76.5 percent. The U.S. fast food industry's staff
turnover rate, average 150 percent a year, implies an average attrition period of eight

months."I

12

In addition to the high attrition rate of ride-sharing drivers, there is another indicator
of drivers discontent with their companies: Many Uber drivers are turning to alternative ways
to make money during a trip.1 3 One of these ways is selling snacks and candy through third
parties to riders.114
Cargo, a car-based vending machine, sends boxes of products to display in drivers'
cars where customers can then order products online." 5 Instead of the driver stocking up on
snacks to increase tip ratings, Cargo sends everything a driver needs and also will pay the
driver for having its product in their car.'
Vendigo, a comparable company, sells gum,
phone accessories, and water (for when you are thirsty or need to sober up)." 7 Driver's use
these services because "If you're only making $10 or $15 bucks an hour and you can sell a
couple snacks, that's like a 20% boost to your income." 8 Mystro and Rydar are two apps
that help drivers organize and screen trips taking into account the time it takes to pick up
passengers and those passengers' ratings, and can do these things while tethered to both Uber

and Lyft." 9

id
lo Id.
107

1'9 Id.
110

Id.

11

Id.

112

id,

113 Aine Cain, Uber and Lyft drivers are selling candy and snacks in their cars - and it's indicative of a dark

truth (Mar. 8, 2018), https://www.businessinsider.com/uber-drivers-pay-lyft-rideshare-vending-machine-20183.
114 id
11 Id
116 id
117 id
11 Id.
119 Id.
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B.

The Problem Internationally

While Uber is an American company, the issues that the United States has dealt with
20
in regard to ride-sharing companies have permeated its borders.1 Everywhere the company
has set up shop, the issues it causes follow.121 For example, "Since its launch in 2009, Uber
has been juggling a nonstop barrage of lawsuits from governments, drivers, passengers and
competitors."1 2 2 Uber's aggressive expansion into every country that it can manage to get a
23
foothold in has often required it to shirk the existing laws and regulations.1
In early 2017 an Italian court banned the use of the Uber app and also disallowed the
company to promote or advertise the service because local taxi companies claimed the
24
company was using unfair competition practices.1 The Italian court gave the company only
25
Uber has not only been faced with adverse
ten days to shut down all operations.'
26
In Brussels,
international court decisions, it has been met with physical obstacles as well.1
for example, taxi cab drivers created blockades with their cabs, bringing the capitol into
gridlock.1 2 7 The taxi cab drivers, who hailed from Spain, France, and Britain wanted the
Brussels government to acquiesce in dropping plans that would make it even easier for Uber
to out-compete local cab companies. 12 Yet Brussels is not the only country to have protests
29
and demonstrations.1
London's Black Cab drivers staged several protests against Uber because of its
"unfair advantage [due to being] subject to less stringent regulation and us[ing] its
1
international structure to pay less tax[es]." o Black Cab drivers feel just as cheated as other
cab companies around the world, if not more, because Uber drivers do not have to have the
same level of comfort with the London landscape as London cabbies do." London cab
drivers who drive around in the familiar boxy Black Cabs not only sacrifice the fee to take the
cab test, but often have to leave their former jobs to practice for the ultimate test to get their

120

Heather

Kelly,
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Never-Ending
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Lawsuits,

CNN

(Aug.

11,

2016),

https://money.cnn.com/2016/08/1 1/technology/uber-lawsuits/index.html.
121

Id.

122

Id.

123

id

Giulia Segreti, Italy Court Blocks Uber Services in Italy, Citing Unfair Competition, REUTERS (Apr. 7,
2017), https://www.reuters.com/article/us-italy-uber-idUSKBNI792IS; see also Ben Chapman, Uber Banned
in Italy Nationwide After Court Rules App Provides Unfair Competition to Taxi Drivers, INDEPENDENT (Apr.
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/business/news/uber-italy-ban-app-taxi-driver-unfair2017),
11,
competition-court-ruling-decision-trade-unions-legal-action-a7677881.html.
124

125

Id

See Samantha Koester & Julia Fioretti, Taxi Drivers Block Traffic in Brussels to Protest 'Uberisation,'
REUTERS.COM (Mar. 27, 2018, 5:18 PM), https://www.reutcrs.com/article/us-uber-protest-belgium/taxi-driversblock-traffic-in-brussels-to-protest-uberisation-idUSKBN1H32GI.
126

127
128
129
130

131

id.
Id
See Chapman,supra note 124.
id
See Jody Rosen, The Knowledge, London's Legendary Taxi-Driver Test, Puts Up a Fight in the Age of GPS,
NEW YORK TIMEs STYLE MAGAZINE (Nov. 10, 2014), https://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/10/t-
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"green badge," or the right to be a London cabby.132
While cab drivers are more vexed
over the unfair competition, the mayor of London, Sadiq Khan, has had enough of Uber
because of the increase in congestion and pollution on London streets.' 3 3 His discontent stems
from the fact that "[t]he number of licensed [ride-share] drivers in London has almost doubled
in less than a decade, from 59,000 in 2009-10 to 114,000 in 2017-18 . . . [a]bout 45,000
drivers work for Uber in London."1 34 After London refused to renew Uber's license to
operate in the city, the ride-sharing giant appealed, and has now been granted a probationary
license for fifteen months.'
Uber's. ostensible trend of infiltrating foreign taxi markets and shirking legal
ramifications until later does not hold true in Japan.' The Land of the Rising Sun has made it
impossible for the ride-sharing company to circumvent Japanese regulations. 3 7 Japanese
"regulations outlaw non-professional drivers from transporting paying customers."'3 8 Uber
was tentative in entering the $15.5 billion taxi industry in Japan, but recently Uber has been
allowed to "connect passengers with local taxi drivers in Awaji, a remote island."' 39
The salient point, when distilled, is that Uber's seeming status as something other
than a taxicab company is allowing it to avert traditional taxi laws.' 4 0 It is incontrovertible
that something must be done to quell the congestion of the world's streets and to save an
industry that was once an integral part of an urban lifestyle.141
Ill.
A.

SOLUTION

The New York City Solution

In 2018, the City Council of New York City voted to pass legislation that would
mitigate crowded streets and the low incomes of cab and ride-sharing drivers.1 4 2 New York
132 See id. The test is called "The Knowledge" and it has been likened to
earning a medical or law degree. It
requires a candidate to memorize the entirety of London, about 25,000 streets and, according to the guidebook,
"anywhere a taxi passenger might ask to be taken." On average it takes thousands of hours, or about four years
of studying the London topography. Only after several rigorous tests called "appearances" do you become a
London cabby. London cabbies have spent years earning their licenses and are understandably infuriated that
Uber has quickly infiltrated the taxi market. Many proponents of Uber in London claim that the GPS has made
Black Cabs irrelevant, but taxi drivers are calling this chicanery because Black Cabs routinely have beaten
staged races against GPS-guided cars.
133 Gwyn Topham, Sadiq Khan Wants to Restrict Number of Uber Drivers in London, THE GUARDIAN (Aug.
15, 2018), https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/aug/15/sadiq-khan-wants-to-restrict-number-of-uberdrivers-in-london.
134

Id

135 Uber

Granted Short-Term License to Operate in London, BBC (June 26,
2018),
https://www.bbc.com/news/business-44612837.
13 See Polina Marinova, Uber Is Moving into Japan One Small Step at a Time, Fortune (May 22, 2018),
http://fortune.com/2018/05/22/uber-japan-taxi/.
137

id

138

id.

139

Id.

140 See generally, Platt, supra note 56.
141 LeBlanc, supra note 39.
142 Goldman, supra note 54.
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City became "the first U.S. city to impose such limits and set a floor on compensation for the
industry's workers., 1 43 The legislation imposes a minimum payment for ride-sharing drivers
and a ride-sharing license cap.144
Proposal 890B obliged the TLC to determine what an appropriate minimum
45
payment for ride-sharing drivers would be.1 This law also gives the TLC the power to set a
minimum fare rate that would take into account the "duration and distance of the trip, the
driver's expenses (such as gas, maintenance, etc.), any applicable vehicle utilization standard,
46
The other regulation passed by the NYC City
rates of fare, and the adequacy of income."1
47
This bill will
Council affecting ride-sharing drivers and taxi drivers is Proposal 144-B.1
effectively freeze the number of licenses issued to drivers of ride-sharing vehicles, precluding
any new drivers from obtaining a license.148 Proposal 890B is geared toward mitigating low
payment concerns, as it is predicted to increase drivers pay by 22%. 149 A minimum wage that
considered all the factors affecting a ride-sharing trip (e.g., solo or pool ride, location of trip,
maintenance, and other considerations) is calculated to be about $17.22 per hour.' This is a
steep increase from the Economic Policy Institute's findings.' The report indicated that
"Uber drivers earn $11.77 an hour after Uber's commission and expenses, and $10.87 an hour
adjusted for the extra contributions that independent contractors make toward Medicare and
52
social security. That puts Uber drivers solidly in the lowest fifth of American earners.'
This increase in pay would level the playing field between Uber and Taxi Cab drivers in New
3
York City, as it would decrease the difference between Uber fares and NYC Cab fares.
Therefore, consumers would be equally as likely to hail down a cab as an Uber or other ridesharing vehicle, when looking at price of fare alone.14
Proposal 144-B was passed so that the city could test the effects that ride-sharing is
having on the city.' Examples include congestion, the number of hours worked, wages
56
However, the proposal also caps the influx of new ridemade, as well as traffic safety.'
57
The city made
sharing drivers coming into the city and effectively cornering the market.'
this decision because "there were around 65,000 ride-share drivers in New York City in 2015,

143

id

Rich Meneghello & Melissa Osipoff, What To Expect From NYC's New Ride-Sharing Regs, Law360.com
(Sept. 5, 2018), https://www.law360.com/newyork/articles/1077861/what-to-expect-from-nyc-s-new-ridesharing-regs.
1

145
146

id
id

14 7 .d
148
149

ISO

id
id.
Id.

151 Griswold, supra note 94.
152

id

Felton, supra note 38 (quoting Uber, "shrinking the transportation pie; hurting riders through substantially
increased prices and reduced services").
See generally id (quoting Uber, "shrinking the transportation pie; hurting riders through substantially
'
increased prices and reduced services").
Meneghello & Osipoff, supra note 144.
'5
153

156

Id.

Emma G. Fitzsimmons, Uber Hit With Cap as New York City Takes Lead in Crackdown, THE NEW YORK
TiMES (Aug. 8, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/08/nyregion/uber-vote-city-council-cap.html.
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but that number has ballooned to well over 100,000 at the current time."' 58 While this cap is
temporary it may become permanent, subject to alterations depending on the results of several
studies that the city plans to run.19
New York City has been the first city in the United States to impose these limits;
this approach should only be utilized as to setting a minimum wage requirement for ride-share
drivers on a global scale.' 60 While it is wishful to think that New York City could be the
golden standard for all issues concerning ride sharing and taxi companies, it made a misstep
in regard to congestion. 161 And alas, London got it right.
B.

The London Solution

Prior to 2003, the city of London was experiencing extreme congestion problems on
city streets. 162 London's average driving speed was under an unbearable 10 miles an hour
during the morning peak periods, daytime off-peak periods, and evening peak periods. 6 3 In
an effort to get London traffic moving again, the city imposed a congestion charge.'6 This
charge was a fee "for the privilege of driving in the central area [of London].",6 The effects
were dramatic.'66 London "saw an immediate congestion reduction of 25 percent, with
average speeds rising by 30 percent."16 7 The congestion charge also had huge environmental
benefits.1 6 8 The London Congestion Charge
[H]ad no environmental objectives: its only aim was to reduce traffic and
congestion. However, the reduction in the number of vehicles and the
increase in speed (with less stop-and-go driving) is now estimated to have
reduced emissions of nitrogen oxide by 8 percent, emissions of particulate
matter by 7 percent, and emissions of carbon dioxide by 16 percent." 69 In
addition to environmental benefits, the Congestion Charge also raised $98
million in its first year, all of which was used for infrastructure
70
investments.

158 Meneghello
159 Id.

& Osipoff, supra note 144.

16
161

Goldman, supra note 54.
Walker, supra note 60.

162

Georgina Santos, Kenneth Button & Roger G: Knoll, London Congestion Charging, BROOKINGS-WARTON

PAPERS ON URBAN AFFAIRS 177 (2008).
163 Id.
164

id

165

Id. at 177.

Carlo Scissura, To fight NYC traffic, we need congestionspricing - not a cap on Uber, NEW YORK POST
(Aug. 3, 2018), https://nypost.com/2018/08/03/to-fight-nyc-traffic-we-need-congestion-pricing-not-a-cap-on166

uber/.
167 Id
16s Id
169 Santos, Button & Knoll, supra note 162,
at 203.

170 Scissura, supra note 166.
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'

The resulting increase of street space due to a decrease in the number of vehicles
allowed London to convert car lanes bus lanes, and bus lanes bike lanes, all without
increasing traffic congestion.17 ' The city paid for all of these infrastructure improvements
72
with the money that was raised from the Congestion Charge.1
Compare this to New York City's Uber cap. A recent study from INRIX indicated
that while the number of ride-sharing cars has exploded in Manhattan since 2015, the
reduction in travel speeds in the New York borough cannot be correlated with their
expansion. 173 The study found, rather, that New York City's congestion is the result of a
complex nexus of causes.1 7 4 For example, "a population boom and the growth of freight and
delivery traffic, as well as a subway system struggling to keep up with growing demand," are
5
more likely the culprits.17 Other studies have found that a large contributor to the congestion
Private cars are likely replacing transit trips even
issue in New York City is private cars.
though approximately half the households in New York have vehicles but do not use them to
get to work daily.' 7 7 This suggests that the influx in city traffic is fron individuals commuting
from their households outside of New York City into the city for work rather than the
residents themselves. 7 8 This is because the most severe congestion happens at peak travel
hours.1 7 9 Furthermore, the majority of ride-sharing trips are made during off-peak hours, such
80
Cities around the world with high population
as late-night or early-morning hours.'
densities should implement a Congestion Charge - like London - on all traffic entering their
8
cities as opposed to incorrectly pointing the finger at ride-sharing companies.'
New York City recently imposed a congestion tax similar to London's congestion
tax, but with the caveat that only the vehicles that are considered ride hailing cars would be
subject to the law. 182 This congestion charge will effect taxis, green cabs, limousines, black
cars, livery vehicles, pool vehicles, ride sharing and transportation network company
vehicles. 1 8 3 However, the new congestion pricing will not be imposed evenly.'" For
instance, "[t]he state will now start collecting a $2.50 fee on every cab ride below 96' Street,
bringing the base fare in a taxi up to $5.80.""'8 In contrast "[p]assengers using app-based
vehicles could see $2.75 added to fares, meaning a minimum base fare of $10.75."

'7'
172

173
174

id.
id
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Id

176
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177

id
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id
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See Congestion Pricingfor For-Hire Vehicles in Manhattan Takes Effect Saturday, CBS NEW YoRK (Feb.
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The estimated revenue from this congestion charges is estimated to be about $1
million dollars a day." New York City is eventually planning on moving towards an allinclusive congestion charge that is reminiscent of London's. 8 8 This will require private cars
as well as for hire cars to pay for the privilege of driving on New York City streets." 9 Doing
so would result in high revenues for the city that can then be used to fund infrastructure
projects, like smarter road planning and repairs.1 9 0 In New York City, these funds could be
useful for repairing the antiquated public transportation system and subway.1 91 With an
estimated "$1 million a day going to from the profit of the congestion charge to be diverted
towards the $20 billion price tag of updating the New York City's subway, this is a perfect
example of the projects that can be funded by congestion pricing.192
C.

The International Solution

The World Trade Organization (hereafter WTO) is an international organization
made of member states that negotiate agreements on trade regulations so that the trade of
goods and services move freely between member states. 193 In addition, the WTO regulates
Internet-based technologies where data is moving between countries.1" The WTO defines ecommerce, or electronic commerce, as "the production, distribution, marketing, sale or
delivery of goods and services by electronic means. Digital trade includes the use of the
internet to search, purchase, sell, and deliver a good or service across borders and includes
how internet access and cross-border data flows enable digital trade." 95
Uber continually stirs the proverbial pot as it pushes ever further into new
markets.1 9 6 Recently, the tech company had to appear in Europe's Highest Court, where its
counsel for Uber resisted opposing counsel's assertion that Uber is merely a transportation
company.'9 Cani Fernindez, council for Uber, vehemently insisted .'Uber's services can't
be reduced to merely a transport service."'"98 Uber tried to frame framed its involvement in
the continent as "a new player in Europe's often lackluster digital economy, offering users
and drivers new ways to connect and helping to support cities' existing transportation

187

See id.

. See id.
'89 See id.

190 See Walker, supra note 60.
191 See Scissura, supra
note 166.
192 See Peganha & Singhvi, 7hat Would it Take to Fix New York's Subway?
NEW YORK TIMES (Dec. 22, 2017)
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/12/22/nyregion/what-would-it-take-to-fix-new-yorks-subway.html.
See CBS New York, supra note 182.
' See World Trade Organization - WTO, INVESTOPEDIA, https://www.investopedia.com/terms/w/wto.asp
(last visited Sept. 12, 2018).
194 See WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION, WORLD TRADE REPORT 2018,
5 (2018).
195

Id.

See generally, Mark Scott, Uber, Seeking to Expand, Defends Itself at Europe's Highest Court, N.Y. TIMES
(Nov. 29, 2016), https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/29/technology/uber-europe-court.html?r-l
(discussing
the company's defense as it expands globally).
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networks."'" However, the court was not convinced by this argument; it ruled that the ride20
sharing company must "comply with the region's tough transportation rules." o For years
Uber was criticized for skirting the transportation regulations of Europe, giving the company
201
The Court defined
in an "unfair competition for existing players," such as taxi companies.
Uber as a "transportation company," as opposed to some other the amorphous definition the
20 2
The result will be that Uber will have to "use only
tech company was operating under.
licensed taxi drivers, as well as meet other strict regulations linked to health and safety and
203
background checks on drivers on its digital platform."
While "European countries . . . will still be allowed to pass legislation that gives
Uber greater freedom to operate locally," this exemplifies the serious need for one continuous
2
baseline regulation for countries, local governments, and municipalities to build upon. 04 Ths
power sits soundly in the province of the WTO and the multinational body should take the
205
When addressing
New York City approach to controlling Uber and its evolving products.
the World Economic Forum, British Prime Minister Theresa May stated:
We need to make sure that our employment law keeps pace with the way
that technology is shaping modern working practices. Take Uber for
example, a ground-breaking use of technology that has radically changed
how people move around in cities across the world. But also, a company
that has got things wrong along the way . . .. The answer isn't to shut Uber
down, but rather to address those concerns and to establish and enforce the
standards and protections that can make this technology work for
customers and employees alike. So, employment law needs to preserve
vital rights and protections and the flexibilities that businesses and workers
2 06
value.
An article written by David Kemp in Newsweek voices several arguments opposing
2 07
One of the first arguments Kemp
the regulation of ride-sharing, more specifically Uber.
makes is that "[t]he restrictions taxi owners support would instead limit the benefits that ridesharing has created. The explosive success of Uber and Lyft demonstrates the negative
208
"Benefits" is a vague word making the contributions
effects of the cap on medallions."
209
Uber has made more expansive than they really are and ultimately misses its mark entirely.

1

Id.

Mark Scott, Uber is a TransportationCompany, Europe'sHighest Court Rules, POLITICO (Dec. 20, 2017,
https://www.politico.eu/article/uber-ecj
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9:40
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If we look to what Uber has injected into the market, it has done two major things: (1) created
a supply of drivers to meet the demand that taxi cabs were not meeting, and (2) developed an
app to hail that extensive fleet.2 1 0 It's the speed at which an Uber car can be called that is the
most inviting aspect of the app.2 1 1 It can be argued that Uber's app isn't even a significant
"benefit" that has conferred on the market because there are a plethora of other ride-sharing
apps to choose from.2 12 All Uber did was take advantage of cities handicapping the taxi
companies by building an app to marshal the manpower to do it. 2 1 3
Opponents of regulating ride-sharing companies is that deregulating taxi companies
would allow them to compete with the number of ride-sharing drivers, resulting in lower
prices for the consumer.2 14 This cavalier argument oversimplifies the issue and overlooks the
fact that what may benefit the consumer is a devastating detriment to the worker.2 1 5
Deregulating taxis would, assuming arguendo, raise the number of taxis available; this
216
This overlooks the fact that, if
competition would drive the price down for the consumer.
this was achieved, it would then lower the take-home profit of both cab drivers and Uber
drivers who already struggle to make a living. 21 7 At some point what the consumer wants
must give way to better working conditions. 2 1 8 Even if we were to assume that all Uber
drivers and taxi drivers enjoyed fair wages because of an increase in cab drivers due to
deregulation, this would greatly exacerbate one of the issues that cities are trying to mitigate:
traffic congestion.219
The best option is for the WTO to mandate countries to set a minimum wage for
ride-sharing drivers similar to New York City's Proposal 890B. 2 2 0 This ensures that all drivers
will receive a fair wage and will not have to solely rely on the take-home profits from rides
where the drivers do not set the price. 22 1
One of the most harebrained oppositions to regulating ride-sharing companies is that
it chills innovation.2 2 2 It is argued that "in the absence of market dynamics, there are few if
any incentives to innovate. Why should the driver of [a] cab . . . spruce up his vehicle, when
223
every taxi-cab at the stand charges the same fare goes whenever its turn comes up?"
Moreover, "Drivers and companies can only charge what the local taxicab commission
allows. There's no reason to improve their service, especially not by investing in technology

210 See generally Kailla Coomes, The best ride sharing apps, DIGITAL TRENDs
https://www.digitaltrends.com/mobile/best-ride-sharing-apps.

(July 1, 2018),

211 Goldman, supra note 54.
212 id
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id
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that makes quality of service more transparent or which makes delivery of service more
efficient."2 2 4 There are, at a minimum, two legitimate counterarguments to the assertion that
regulation will chill innovation and that there will be no incentive to improve the quality of
service: (1) There are a multitude of other companies; and (2) drivers are graded with a star
system.2 2 5
The fact that there is a multitude of companies insures that there will be continued
innovation and competition.226 A New York City-like Proposal 890B regulation implemented
by the WTO would ensure that countries that have ride-sharing companies operating within
their borders would be required to set a minimum wage across the board for the drivers of all
27
taxi and ride-sharing companies alike.2 However, it is worth noting that cab companies and
228
It would make sense that
ride-sharing companies are competing over the same customers.
for example, a cab
on
a
business,
a
monopoly
has
if there were only one company that
a
captive audience.2 29
has
company
said
company, then innovation would be limited because
However, multiple cab and ride-sharing companies in the same city ensures that there will
still be competition between companies as they are still trying to drive the same finite number
of possible riders. 2 3 0 The position that requiring a minimum wage for drivers on all platforms
would pump the brakes on innovation is an untenable one because "the main reason people
231
Therefore, companies must find new ways to improve
opted for ride-hailing was speed."
232
the speed of their trips, not the price.
In addition, the WTO requiring a minimum wage would ensure the opportunity for
233
innovation because it will preserve competition. This is because Uber in particular is using
investor money to work below cost so that it will be able to corner the market by knocking
out other competitors.2 3 4 This allowed "Uber [to make] a calculated bet that it could achieve
global domination, wiping out both incumbent taxi companies and competing shared ride
providers, to be able to exercise monopoly pricing power in hundreds of metropolitan
markets."2 3 5 The WTO requiring a minimum wage would stop ride-sharing companies from
6
working below cost, thus preserving competition for tomorrow.
Additionally, the argument that regulation will hinder competition overlooks the fact
237
Ride-sharing apps have star ratings for
that there is competition within companies.
for
1 - through 5 - star trips, so that all riders
drivers.238 These apps show "simple definitions

224
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225
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Coomes, supra note 210.
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FORBES.COM
(Dec. 14,
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2017),
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are rating each trip based on the same scale. . . . anything below 5 stars will clearly mean the
rider thought there was at least one issue on the trip." 2 3 9 In the event that, "[a] rider selects a
rating below 5 stars, they'll see text describing what the rating means and how it compares
with other star ratings." 2 4 0 They will also be prompted "to provide feedback on all trips rated
4 stars or below, so [the driver will] get more pro tips from riders on how to provide them
with the best service possible." 2 4 1 Star ratings that everyone can see facilitates competition
because a would-be rider may skip a particular driver for another one because the driver has a
24224
low rating.
This ensures that there is continued competition between driver.2 4 3 Given this,
244
drivers will want to provide the best service in the hope of more customers.
On one hand, the WTO should regulate Uber by way of asking countries to set a
minimum wage law for taxi and ride-sharing companies - the New York Solution.2 45 On the
other hand the WTO should protect Uber and similar countries from unfair discrimination by
disallowing a cap on Uber drivers. If cities are concerned with congestion, they should apply
a Congestion Charge - the London Solution.24 6
IV.

CONCLUSION

The sharing - economy and Uber have made massive disruptions in markets across
the globe.24 7 Uber's international conquest is evidence enough of this.2 4 8 However, this is also
evidence of how difficult it can be to decide when and when not to regulate a new
technology. 249 In Uber's case, the answer is both.
Uber is engaged in a predatory pricing campaign in an effort to corner the global
ride-sharing market, beating out other taxi cab and ride-sharing companies. 2 5 0 Uber achieves
this by using huge investor contributions to provide rides that are below cost. 2 5 1 Taxi
companies are already feeling the effects of Uber's assault against traditional cabs.2 52 What
may not be as axiomatic is that so are the Uber drivers themselves.2 5 3 The reality is that Uber
is hurting its own drivers just as much as it is cab drivers.25 4 While Uber cannot sustain a
continued crusade against cab companies and other ride-sharing companies, this does not
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240
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id
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mean that the world should wait for Uber to fail - assuming it will - before stepping in.255
From country to country, governments and cab companies have expressed noticeable aversion
256
to Uber's tactics and its invasive and disruptive behavior.
In the interest of international continuity and in order to alleviate the unnecessary
expenditure of judicial economy, the WTO should implement a regulation equivalent to New
York City's Proposal 890B.25 The WTO's regulation should require countries where Uber, or
258
The minimum wage
other ride-sharing companies, operate to set a minimum fare rate.
should take into account the distance, duration of the trip, and the out-of-pocket costs to the
drivers (e.g., gas and maintenance costs).259
While some studies have suggested that Uber is causing congestion, there is more
260
While the causes
compelling data that cities' congestion issues are not so one-dimensional.
of traffic congestion may differ slightly from city to city, it appears they are more related to
population booms, increases in car ownership, and a struggling public transportation
system.261 Cities' capping the number of ride-sharing drivers in their jurisdiction is unfair to
ride-sharing companies because the increase in ride-sharing and the decrease in public
transportation use suggests this phenomenon is a symptom of urban infrastructure ailments
2 62
For this reason, the WTO should mandate that if
and they should not be penalized for this.
a country wants to allow Uber and other ride-sharing companies to operate within its borders
2 63
The WTO should recommend that if cities
it must agree not to cap the number of drivers.
are worried about congestion, they should look to using London as model for a Congestion
265
The
Charges. 26 4 This charge requires vehicles entering the city to pay a fare upon entry.
WTO should not decide what those fares will be because city governments and local
municipalities have a better understanding of the idiosyncrasies of their cities and whether
they have a congestion problem at all.2 66
Distilled, the WTO should require countries with ride-sharing companies operating
2 67
The WTO should
within their jurisdiction to mandate a minimum wage for those drivers.
26
If a municipality is
not require a cap on the number of ride-sharing drivers within a city.
concerned about congestion the WTO should suggest a Congestion Charge similar to
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London's. 2 69 Whether or not the WTO takes my advice is neither here nor there; as it is, I've
run out of time, because my Uber is waiting outside.
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